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About This Game

In the demon world, Winged Sakura, humans gifted with a rare ability to form contracts with any living being, are used as tools
of war. A contract can unseal any power within a living being and turn them into a powerful creature.

Incarnated into a world of demons, you find yourself caught up in a middle of a demon civil war. You were retrieved by the
Rebellions and you were given one choice: To help the Rebellions end of the civil war by conquering Pandemonium, the city
where the Demon King resides. The Rebellions finally acquired the power of Incarnates, a Winged Sakura that has incarnated

into the demon world, and now is able to make their final move.

Aid the Rebellions and uncover the real truth behind this world.

Features

Turn-Based RPG Combat: Lead your new group of allies into combat and strategically plan their every move. A
combat system that is familiar and loved by jRPG fans.

Stat Distribution: Want more HP? Put points into VIT! Want more damage? Put points into STR, DEX, or INT! Build
your characters and adjust stats any time for any situation. Don't be afraid to experiment because every stat point can be
redistributed!

Skill Distribution: Learn new skills and decide how you'd like to make your characters stronger. Don't be afraid to
experiment because every skill point can be redistributed!
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Dungeon Crawling: A slightly different approach to first person dungeon crawling RPG games. You'll be moving from
randomly generated hallways to randomly generated rooms, which will contain randomly generated events.
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Roguelikes are notoriously tricky to balance. Even the most popular ones like Binding of Isaac are wildly all over the place, with
some runs being cakewalks and others being an uphill struggle. What unites all the great ones, however, are those moments
where fortune smiles upon you and that magical crossing of luck and skill delivers you a win. Vampire of the Sands has many of
the parts to make these moments happen, and many more parts that will cruelly snatch them away.

I will say upfront that I'm a big fan of the premise. You've been resurrected by a necromancer to descend into dungeon beneath
the desert and kill a vampire, who I guess is worse than having a practicing necromancer around. You pick one of four
unfortunate revivees, each with a dramtically different playstyle, and then begin your descent into the subterrainean sands. The
first of eight levels is desert-themed but the others stray into such territories as breweries, libraries, tech bases, and meatspace.
The pixelly foes are equally bizarre, so prepared to get murdered by smiling beer bottles and angry sculptors over and over and
over.

During your journey you'll find weapons that extend your attack reach, cloaks that take hits for you, masks that give you new
abilities, scrolls, potions, wands, and more. There's also money to spend at shops, keys to open chests, and scrap to randomly
craft new gear out of. Honestly there are so many items that you'll soon find your 16-slot inventory stuffed to bursting, and
you'll need all of them to battle the denizens of the dungeon. Or you would, if you even had the remotest chance against them.

I keep coming back to the enemies because Vampire of the Sands is possibly the most vicious roguelike I've ever played, and
I've played IVAN. What you need to understand about this game is that EVERYTHING is stacked against you. All of the classes
in the game die in one hit, except for one that has literally no other advantages. Cloaks can take a hit for you but immediately
break, and there are plenty of monsters in the game that can double-tap you (or triple, or quadruple if you find other forms of
protection). Your masks that provide key bonuses break in a single hit as well. And don't expect to lean on your weapons,
because they break in less than a dozen hits and leave you with your short, delayed melee attack that most enemies can outpace.
Oh, and there's stamina too, which you can't attack or dodge without.

On top of all this is the soul system, which is a counter that counts down to your re-death. Since you're a reanimated
abomination, you need souls to survive. The only way to get them is to kill enemies or find soul stones, so a slow and methodical
approach to combat and exploration is right out. There are classes that mitigate some of these issues, but horribly handicap you
in others. One character is fast but can't use potions, one has unlimited stamina but can't use weapons, and one doesn't need
souls but can't use armor. The fourth character can take multiple hits but has no other advantages, so you still have to deal with
slow movement, breaking weapons, and the countdown of death.

The end result is a game that's just too damn hard to find any fun in learning. If even one of the limiting systems were removed
(one-hit kills or the soul countdown would be my vote) the game would still be hard but manageable, but this is ridiculous. My
best runs have been ones that just bee-line for the bosses and cheese with unbalanced scrolls and masks. Most of the time I just
get swarmed the moment I step onto any level other than the first and die. You can earn coins between runs to spend on Tetris-
style runes that start you with advantages like items or new abilities, which is a good system for making overall progress. But it
still isn't enough to mitigate the absolutely punishing difficulty, especially when so many runs end too soon to earn you any coins
for runes.

You only need to beat 2 of the 8 bosses to enter the final dungeon, but of all the people who have played the game even once,
only 17% have managed that feat. Think about that, 17% of people who TRIED to play the game could beat 2 bosses in one run.
This is a game for the folks who managed the never-get-hit achievements in Binding of Isaac, and no one else. And even
THOSE people are bound to be frustrated by the strange bugs that remain in the game (despite the developer's dogged efforts, at
least). In the end, Vampire of the Sands is the most disappointing kind of game, the one that has a great premise, great style, and
all the right parts, and then cranks up the difficulty to where virtually no one can enjoy it.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https:\/\/goldplatedgames.com\/ or on my curation page!. NOT a review of the game,,as much as a review of the reviewers.

QQ in bad reviews,,ignore those and use the refund option and try the game is my recomendation.
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Spent almost 90 h in the game, having fun so I got my moneys worth many times over.
Sure there are some elements of irritation, but so do every game on earth today, so stop being a true brat wanting instant
gratification for no effort and chill.
I'm sure there will be more patches with bugfixes.
Instant giving a game a bad review because you got sand in your va.gi.na = bad sales, no money, no more updates..
Devs doesn't kill a game (most of the time) inpatient gamers and bad reviewers do

Imo this is a entertaining game with alot of things to do and different ways to do it ,, it's not a perfect game by any means,,but
I'm pretty sure no one can show me a game today that is.

And i recommend you try it,,and refund if you don't like it.
Don't be a sheep, form your own opinion!

And yes I will disable comment section for this one lol,,I got a life, no time to feed trolls and brats offended by this ;)
Feel free to downvote this if you are a brat or troll tho,,it can be amusing to see how many of you there are out there ^^.
Probably the best looking gear to buy for 4.99 eur from all other DLC`s.
This was the best 5 eur spent on a game.. PURE ADRENALINE. Rofl lmfao epic omg. The purpose why i paid 70 bucks to
support your game because i saw the growing potential of your game concepts from any FSP franchise. its your time to prove
them wrong.

combat arms will die off due to their lack of hospitality for SEA players.
call of duty will die off due to their lack of customisation concepts.
battlefield will die off due to over-charge season pass and server ping kicking issues.

what you are lack off now is to grow your full customisation of all weapons, armor and skills, including nades and mines.
increase your weapon inventory more than combat arms,
increase players weapon slots to get back-packs for more nades and mines to use.
customise stocks for guns and reduce prices for their rental.

players are expected to equip 3 paras, 1 rocket launcher, 2 nades and 3 mines to stomp zombie wars and set booby traps in map
for future. that will be more fun for more players. :). Small Radios Big Televisions' is gorgeous! The artsy name pulled me in
and I enjoyed every minute with it. SRBT is about getting into virtual reality with tapes you find in abandoned industrial
buildings. I found every design decision in the game quite clever and well executed. You have a body-less movement that only
focuses on doors in the industrial complex. The hidden tapes there have their very own worlds and a unique music piece that can
be revisited up to three times in a changed, distorted mood. The mixture of lowpoly, retro-wave and polished, clean modern
design get so well together. A masterpiece of game art where the designer really got mad with shaders and effects!. if you
enjoyed the old C&C games this might be for you.
the game is easy to get into and i really have a lot of fun playing it.
it may has a few flaws and the graphics are pretty old school but if you into this sort of game give it a shoot,
machines at war is well worth the little money it costs. Kind of boring \/ bugged

Why would I solve the same puzzle in 6x8, 12x16 or 15x20? 15x20 is kind of fun, there are pretty pictures. But, if I solved this,
why should I replay it in 6x8?!? Who would even start with this? There is absolutely no match in 6x8. OK, you could argue, then
don't play it in 6x8. But... Who would do so? If archievements are a must-have, it's just a bloody dumb test. Moreover, I can't
see, which on I've solved already. If you solve a 15x20, you get a simple "Completed".
Doesn't see any others reporting this, as I played, I often start a new puzzle and all pieces are crowded above of the screen. Or
some tiles (first three lines) are displayed in the puzzle itself and the rest at the bar to the right. Starting one puzzle, the puzzle
was even almost solved? Got to be a bug...

So, if you're a hardcore puzzle fan, take it. Else, you better off with the Pixel Puzzle Series.
I stopped playing at the end of Medieval Ships.. Simple and fun. And it looks like Donovan got a bit of his dad's touch too!
Kudos.
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Great game...until game breaking error.

Developer does not respond nor care. AVOID AT ALL COSTS.. too easy. Very unique idea for a puzzle game. I can see
why this game gets good reviews.. The kind of tainted fairy-tale spectacle The Yawhg promotes sadly fades all too soon,
despite the whimsically strong writing and the playful art that often hints at a slightly darker edge. For all its subtle
melancholy and inventive storytelling, there’s only a small window of time when all these things mesh together to create
something special. After that, it’s more about rediscovery and rehashing in the futile hopes that relevance can be found
by combining the old and worn.

Full review // http://www.honestgamers.com/12410/pc/the-yawhg/review.html. Unplayable, Maybe next time... :( Sorry..
Nice little game and it's free, so why not give it a try ?
It's as addictive as Super Hexagon, although not as hard if you're careful enough. Remember the minigame when you
were fighting Undyne in Undertale, when you had to block spears ? Yup, that's the same mechanics, but this time,
arrows are tied to the beat of the music (EDM, Hinkik does some pretty good music actually!). You have to pass 60
seconds of every level to unlock the last one. There are only two patterns so it's easy to play, but hard to master.
The design is pretty cool too, nice colors!. Another one of those 'match 3 colors' games. In this one you have to guide a
stream across the colored blocks using arrows which you can turn using your mouse. It's ok I guess, it entertained me
enough to write a little review about it. If you can get it cheap, it's worth a try.

[Rating: 71\/100]. Great game - while I'm not really into the regular mode since I never know which way to face, I play
the Grav Bomb version all the time. It's a good workout and has very addictive game mechanics.. Nope, poor
performance, awful UI and broken controls.
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